possible to detect and describe natural phenomena
during the relative weakening of the cause and effect relations, the tectonic catastrophes being the
prime example. The prospects of such prognosis via
ISRICA’s Kozyrev’s Mirrors was previously discussed
at the SSE International Forum (Boulder, 2011) and
the 3rd Earth Science and Climate Change Conference (San Francisco, 2014). The last trial was
conducted during the APP conference (Las Vegas,
2017), dedicated to Remote Viewing issues. On the
24th of June, 2017 in Novosibirsk, Russia, while my
consciousness was quantum superimposed to the
moon, I was able to make a prognosis on the seismic activity in the vicinity of the San Andreas geological fault. The accuracy of that prediction made 2
weeks prior turned out to be 90%, with the recorded
intensity of the earthquakes (measured according
to the Richter’s scale) as well as time and place of
them occurring all matching the prognosis protocol
data almost perfectly.
taisia.ill@mail.ru
ABOUT THE POSSIBILITY of outstripping
registration OF NATURAL DISASTERS IN
THE LOW FREQUENCY RANGE OF THE CHANNEL
«IONOSPHERE-EARTH – MAN» IN THE MODELED
SPACE KOZYREV

kirlianography by K. Korotkov ) been identified the
effect of resonant enhancement of the spectral density of the luminescence of the human body in the
frequency range, related to Schumann Resonance
in the group of volunteers (n=38), was 48 hours before the solar flares. Thus the biofield structures of
people in the «Kozirev space» in advance responded
to solar and atmospheric «storms». According to a
hypothesis of astrophysics N.Kozyrev, time makes
the connection between all the phenomena of nature, actively participates in them, that is allowed
«advanced» event registration not yet implemented
in the present.
In order to develop and test of the method of
«advancing» the registration of seismo-volcanic
disasters in the associated «micro-pulsations – harbingers» in the low frequency range of electromagnetic oscillations of the ionosphere and man, was
applied cardiospectral analysis «Veda Pulse» (company «Biokvant», Russia). This device is designed for
recording low-frequency components in the dynamics of cardiac activity of the operator, located in the
«Kozyrev Mirrors» to perform a predictive task.
In 11 Aug 1917, during the influence microtectonics electromagnetic radiation one of the natural
objects (mountain Rtanj in Serbia) we have registed «forced synchronization» mode hearts of two
remotely separated (4,500 km) of volunteers-researchers, had been staying in the «Kozirev space»
by two the same device «Veda Pulse». Received
fact created the scientific basis for further recording
cardiospectra of person in the «Kozyrev Mirrors» in
the days, had been predicted for natural disasters
in 2018.
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NEW SCIENTIFIC TECHNOLOGY OF
THE FORECASTING OF NATURAL
HAZARDS INTO MODELLED “KOZYREV`S SPACE”

The creation of The Russian Cosmic Society is a natural and logical step in the development of modern Russia. This step is due to the noospheric-cosmic breakthrough which expresses the formation of the space age
of mankind.
We have to understand that the Earth is a cosmic object and every person living on Earth is a cosmic subject, a resident of space. Man and Earth is a single system. Together they fly in Space under control of certain
space–time and cycling processes of Nature.
Knowledge of these laws and their correct application is the key to a breakthrough in the future of space!

Direction of activity
The activity of the Russian Cosmic Society is in a
project-target nature where the goal is the preservation and development of life on Earth and in space.
The projects united in a single logic of co-creation,
relate to the following main areas of practical activity:
1. Preparation of the scientific basis for the elaboration of the development strategy of Russia’s space
future in the world.
2. Study and understanding the system of common laws of the cosmos and the law of conservation cyclic development of Life.
3. Formation of noospheric-space human studies, development and usage of human creativity, his
mind and hidden reserves.
4. Popularization, dissemination, development
and practical use of the ideas of Russian Cosmism
and Cosmonautics following the interests of security and sustainable development of Russian civilization, Russia and mankind. Working with young people has a special place in this direction.
5. Preservation and study of philosophical, scientific, historical and cultural heritage of outstanding
representatives of Russian cosmism.
6. Formation of holistic worldview of the human
world capable and realizing his ability to scientific
creativity in the name of preserving the development of Life on Earth and in Space. Such person is
a combination of four elements: 1) investigator; 2)

designer-technologist; 3) manager responsible for
the result; 4) teacher and creator.
7. Using the potential of hidden space reserves
through the birth of new ideas. The implementation
of these ideas into an innovative technological product ensures safety and acceleration of development
at the local, regional and global levels.
8. Rise of the effectiveness, efficiency and quality
of educational, research, design, organizational and
enlightening activities used in space and in related
areas.
9. Providing scientific forecasting and designing
social and noospheric evolution of people on the
planet as a space object.
10. Active participation in solving problems in the
development of national theoretical and practical
space.
11. Participation in the working out a global system of space environmental, geophysical monitoring of Earth as an essential mechanism for the managed socio-natural evolution.
12. Participation in the implementation of Russia’s priority projects in the Arctic, the far East and
space.
NEW SCIENTIFIC TECHNOLOGY OF
THE FORECASTING OF NATURAL HAZARDS INTO
MODELLED “KOZYREV`S SPACE”
Trofimov Alexander
International
ScientificResearch Institute of Cosmoplanetary
Anthropoecology,
Russia
Russian Cosmic Society
In accordance with the
hypothesis of Russian astrophysicist N.A.Kozyrev, Time
creates the connection between all the nature phenomena and actively participating in them, is able
to reduce the entropy of processes and their results
which are often manifesting by explosive strengthening of chaos in the form of various natural disasters.
The degree of Time activity, called its density, can be
experimentally increased (in relation to energy-time
flows, emitted by the brain of a person or a research
group) with the use of special aluminum screens,
conventionally called, by Novosibirsk scientists,

‘Kozyrev`s mirrors” (Kaznacheev, Trofimov,1992, patent RF № 2122446 dated 1998).
The ability to reflect and focus Time action by
a concave mirror allows the trained researchers to
observe and describe (under the electroencephalographic control of the functional activity of the brain)
under the conditions of a modeled compaction of
their “energy-time”, using the method of “mirror-quantum superposition of consciousness” developed in
our Institute, natural processes under conditions of
relative weakening and theoretically permissible inversion of causes and their consequences, including
different tectonic, volcanic and climatic disasters, including hurricanes up to their actual manifestation.
The possibility of predicting monitoring of the Future
is opening!
Perspectives
of predicting natural disasters from
“Kozyrev`s mirrors”
have been discussed
at the first time at International scientific
forums SSE (Boulder, 2011) and the
3-rd Earth Science
and Climate Change
Conference
(San
Francisco, 2014). In
further a database
was formated allowing successfully realize scientific demonstration of the new
technology on-line
at the conference APP (Las Vegas, 2017), devoted
to the problems «Remote Viewing». In “Kozyrev`s
Mirrors” in Novosibirsk physicians-researchers
T.Kuznetsova and O.Oseeva have compiled a short
and long-term forecast of seismic activity in the area
of the San-Andreas geological fault in California. The
effectiveness of the forecast with a lead time of 1
week was 90%: the earthquakes were recorded with
exactly predicted force by Richter scale, in days and
places, indicated in the protocols. The results of the
long-term forecast (in months and years) have yet to
be discussed.
In perspectives of further development of this International project the possibilities of not only heliogeoecological monitoring and long-term forecast,
but also the creation of a «mirror-preventive», in relation to natural hazards, technology that enhances

negentropic tendencies and weakens their destructive effects, may be investigated.
isrica2@rambler.ru
ON THE POSSIBILITY OF EARTHQUAKE PREDICTIONS WHILE OBSERVING BINARY PLANETARY
“EARTH-MOON” SYSTEM IN
A MODELED “KOZYREV’S SPACE”
Kuznetsova Taisia
International Scientific Research Institute of Cosmoplanetary Anthropoecology named after academician V.P. Kaznacheev, Novosibirsk, Russia
Russian Cosmic Society
According to a Russian astrophysicist N.
Kozyrev’s hypothesis, time is a link between all natural phenomena and it plays and active part in all
of them. By comparing the data on the number of
earthquakes and lunar events from B. Middlehurst’s
catalogue ( B.Middlehurst,1967) N. Kozyrev determined that there was a connection between Earth’s
tectonic processes and various lunar events evident
from the material properties of time. N. Kozyrev demonstrated that astronomical events observed on the
moon take place some time before earthquakes on
our planet. At the same time when the significant periodical weakening of the Earth and the Moon crusts
happens it allows the gravitational pull of the Moon
to affect the Earth’s tectonics; this process repeats
every 14 days. Kozyrev’s research opened up new
ways to detect earthquakes 2 weeks prior to them
happening on Earth. The development and testing
of the new seismical prognosis method became the
focus of this research. By using the “quantum mirror
superposition of consciousness” method it became

